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Abstract
Considered to be one of the most central concepts within the Zhongyong 中庸, the
notion of the “Mean” or “centrality” (zhong 中) occupies a key position within Zhu
Xi’s psychological and ethical thought. The term occurs several times in the opening
lines of the work, presented alternately as part of the semantic compounds zhonghe
中和 and shizhong 時中. Despite the distinct differences between the two instances
of zhong as they functioned within Zhu Xi’s reading of the text, recent approaches
have failed to provide a complete account of their relation, thereby hindering a full
understanding of the role of centrality within Zhu Xi’s psychological thought. It is
the aim of the current paper to elaborate upon and address this issue. In the first
section, I examine Zhu Xi’s reading of the phrase shizhong, providing evidence to
support Daniel Gardner’s recent suggestion that Zhu interpreted this instance of
zhong as an explicitly situational balancing of one’s emotional state. In the second
section, I address the relationship between zhong and he, demonstrating that Zhu
instead framed this instance of zhong as a primarily hypothetical ideal informed by
one’s inborn nature (xing 性), existing only prior to actual concrete practice. In the
third section, I argue that Zhu Xi maintained a strong thematic and perspectival
boundary between the two instances of zhong, in contrast with recent interpretations
of the term. While zhonghe was adopted to describe the hypothetical initial state
or “substance” (ti 體) of one’s psychology in an abstract ontological sense, shizhong
reflected its application or “function” (yong 用) within the concrete social world.
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1. Introduction
As the last of the Four Books (Sishu 四書) selected by Southern Song 南宋
era (1127-1279) scholar Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200), the Zhongyong 中庸
(Doctrine of the Mean) plays an important role in the exposition of Zhu’s
thought, with particularly close attention paid to the relation between
Principle (li 理) and human nature (xing 性), and their harmonious expression
in daily practice. Crucial to our understanding of this relationship is the
concept of zhong 中, variously translatable as “central” or “perfect balance”
and referring generally to a psychological state of emotional equilibrium.1
One of the textual passages most central to our understanding of the term
is found in Zhongyong section 2, which describes the attainment of zhong
by the gentleman (junzi 君子) and introduces a certain temporal aspect to
this practice by including the modifier shi 時.2 Within this context, shi can
impart two closely related but ultimately distinct meanings. The first may
be translated as “always” or “at all times,” implying that the word it modifies
(in our case zhong) possesses some durative or continuous characteristics.
The second possibility suggests a situational or timely aspect, usually
translated as “timely” or “according to circumstances.” While both Daniel
Gardner, and Johnston and Wang, cited above, have claimed to represent
specifically Zhu Xi’s interpretation, they translate shi rather differently.
Johnston and Wang provide a durative rendering: “The noble man’s central
and constant is his being a noble man and at all times central.”3 Gardner,
in contrast, opts for the situational reading: “The superior man . . . accords
with circumstances in finding the perfect balance.”4
We can reconcile the two interpretations either by positing that Johnston
and Wang’s “central” in itself already possesses the characteristic of
timeliness, or by assuming that Gardner’s “according with circumstances”
must be achieved at all times. However, Johnston and Wang have explicitly
denied this possibility.5 Furthermore, this approach conflicts with other
1
2
3
4
5

These particular translations have been suggested in Gardner, Four Books; Johnston and
Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong.
Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 18-19.
Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 413: “君子之中庸也, 君子而時中.”
Gardner, The Four Books, 113.
Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 412.
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instances of zhong found in surrounding sections. The primary example of
this conflict is found in the preceding Zhongyong section 1, where zhong is
described in direct conjunction with “harmony” (he 和).6 Gardner translates:
“Before pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy have arisen—this we call perfect
balance. After they have arisen and attained due proportion—this we call
harmony.”7 Johnston and Wang do not depart significantly from this
interpretation apart from rendering zhong as “the center.”8 Such a
psychological state, simply by virtue of it lacking any emotional expression,
must logically be static and unchanging until at least one emotion is expressed
to any degree. As such, this reading stands in clear conflict with the
situational aspect of zhong presented by Gardner in Zhongyong section 2.
The aim of this paper is to determine how Zhu Xi interpreted the phrase
shizhong 時中, introduced in Zhongyong section 2, and its place within the
moral framework delineated in the text as a whole. To this end, I shall firstly
address the notion of shi, arguing that Zhu interpreted it as imparting a
timely characteristic upon zhong as a situational balancing of one’s emotions.
In the second section, I shall address the relationship between zhong and
he as they occur specifically in the preceding Zhongyong section 1,
demonstrating that Zhu framed this instance of zhong as a hypothetical ideal
informed by one’s inborn nature (xing 性), existing only prior to actual
concrete practice. In the third section, I shall contrast these two readings
of zhong through a discussion of Zhu Xi’s theory on substance (ti 體) and
function (yong 用), ultimately arguing for a composite interpretation of
zhong; while the zhong in Zhongyong section 1 (as zhonghe) describes the
hypothetical initial state or “substance” of one’s psychology in an abstract
ontological sense, the second instance of zhong (as shizhong) instead
describes its application or “function” within the concrete social world.
Throughout the paper, I shall base myself primarily on Zhu Xi’s interlinear
commentary on the Four Books and the record of conversations between Zhu
and his disciples, entitled Zhuzi yulei 朱子語類 (A Classified Collection of
the Conversations of Master Zhu).

6
7
8

Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 18.
Gardner, The Four Books, 111: “喜怒哀樂之未發, 謂之中, 發而皆中節, 謂之和.”
Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 407.
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2. Zhong as a Situational, Social Balance
As the most explicit point of contention between the available
English-language translations of the phrase shizhong, the modifier shi
presents a suitable point of departure for our inquiry. Apart from the two
renderings of the phrase by Johnston and Wang, and Gardner, cited
previously, both of whom claim to represent specifically Zhu Xi’s
interpretation of the text, virtually all other English-language translations of
the Zhongyong indicate a preference for Johnston and Wang’s durative
interpretation of shi, although it must be noted that none of these claim to
represent Zhu. James Legge, for example, has translated shi as “always,”9
Wing-tsit Chan as “at any time,”10 Ames and Hall as “constantly,”11 and
Andrew Plaks writes “at all times.”12 While Plaks has rightfully noted the
importance of a correct understanding of the term shi, his insistence that
a “significant number of modern commentators” oppose the durative
interpretation remains unsubstantiated;13 among previously published
translations, besides that of Gardner, only Jeffrey Riegel has opted for the
situational reading by translating the term as “timely.”14 Indeed, Gardner
correctly makes the exact opposite claim: the durative translation “at all
times” is the most popular choice among recent publications.15 It is perhaps
because of the commonality of this interpretation that Johnston and Wang
assert that “Zhu Xi clearly takes shi 時 to indicate ‘at all times’ rather than
‘in a timely way’,” without offering any further substantiation of this claim,
other than the content of the translation itself.16
At this point we may turn to other traditional commentators of the
Zhongyong, among which arguably the most notable are the works by Zheng
Xuan 鄭玄 (127-200) and Kong Yingda 孔穎達 (574-648), both recorded in
the Qing 清 era (1644-1911) collection Shisanjing zhushu 十三經注疏
(Annotations and Interpretations on the Thirteen Classics) and fully
translated by Johnston and Wang.17 They have rendered Kong Yingda’s
9

Legge, The Chinese Classics, 386.
Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 99.
11 Ames and Hall, Focusing the Familiar, 90.
12 Plaks, Ta Hsüeh and Chung Yung, 26.
13 Plaks, Ta Hsüeh and Chung Yung, 82 n2.
14 Riegel, “The Four ‘Tzu Ssu’ Chapters of the Li Chi,” 210.
15 Gardner, The Four Books, 113.
16 Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 412.
10
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comments as follows: “[H]is mind acts and at all times is in the center. That
is to say, neither in joy nor in anger does he go beyond moderation.
Therefore, it says ‘he is a noble man and at all times in the center’.”18
Translating shi as “at all times,” this rendering is identical to their translation
of Zhu’s reading cited above. However, seemingly refuting this observation,
they note in their accompanying comments that Kong Yingda here instead
proposed a situational reading of shi, described alternatively as “at the proper
time.”19 It is therefore puzzling that they maintain the same translation for
both Kong Yingda and Zhu Xi, despite the supposed differences between
them. Fortunately, we can deduce from Kong’s other commentaries that he
indeed maintained a situational reading of shi. For example, commenting on
the identical phrase shizhong 時中 used in connection with the hexagram
meng 蒙 in the Zhouyi 周易 (Changes of the Zhou), Kong states: “If you
practice the way of progress at the proper time, then you will attain the
Mean. This is why it reads shizhong.”20 In this passage, the phrase yushi
于時 unambiguously refers to a specific, situationally defined point in time.
As such, Kong Yingda presents a clear commentarial precedent for a
situational reading of shi.
That the translations of Gardner, and Johnston and Wang, provide such
conflicting interpretations of shi, is in no small part due to the ambiguity
of the language found in Zhu Xi’s interlinear commentary on Zhongyong
section 2. Essentially reproducing the main text phrase but with more
elaborate wording, Zhu states:
The reason why the gentleman can practice the Constant Mean is because
he possesses the virtues of a gentleman, and he is furthermore capable of
suishi 隨時 resting in [the state of] the Mean.21

The main source of ambiguity lies in Zhu’s choice to reproduce the main
text character shi 時 using suishi 隨時 which, although more elaborate, also
shares the original’s ambiguity and can either mean “at all times” or “as
times or circumstances dictate.”

17
18
19
20
21

For the source text, see Kong, Liji zhengyi, 52:1422-1424.
Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 227: “心行而時節其中, 謂喜怒不過節也, 故云君子而
時中.”
Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 224.
Kong, Zhouyi zhengyi, 1:38: “若以亨道行之于時, 則得中也. 故云時中也.”
Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 19: “君子之所以爲中庸者, 以其有君子之德, 而又能隨時以處中也.”
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One clue for the proper translation of suishi can be found in connection
with Zhu Xi’s commentary on Mengzi 孟子 5B.1, where Mencius states that
“Confucius was the shi one among the sages.”22 In his interlinear comments
on this section, Zhu emphasized the situationally appropriate or timely nature
of Confucius’ social behavior, suggesting a distinctly situational reading of
shi: “Confucius took up office, stopped, took his time, or hurried forth; in
each case it was as it should be.”23 Particularly significant for our present
purposes is that Zhu explicitly connected this situational instance of shi to
the usage of suishi in his Zhongyong commentary, in an exchange with an
unnamed disciple recorded in the section of the Zhuzi yulei dedicated to
passage 5B.1 of the Mengzi. The exchange goes as follows: “Someone asked:
‘That Confucius attained the Mean in a shi fashion, is this what is meant
by “to suishi attain the Mean”?’ [Zhu Xi] said: ‘It is.’”24 Zhu’s affirmation,
together with the preceding observation that this instance of shi is indeed
used in a situational sense, explicitly demonstrates a similarly situational
reading of shi and suishi in Zhongyong section 2 and its commentary
respectively.25 By extension, it follows that zhong is something that can
change according to circumstances.
One final challenge to this interpretation is the combination of zhong
with yong 庸 into the compound term zhongyong, mentioned in the same
sentence as shizhong in Zhongyong section 2 and rendered as “Constant
Mean” in the translation cited earlier. Commenting on the term, Zhu cites
his predecessor Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033-1107): “To be unchanging is called
yong.”26 If yong imparts on zhong the characteristic of “unchanging,” then
this directly supports the durative reading of shizhong and discredits the
situational interpretation. In the first analysis, this view is supported by Zhu’s
subsequent interpretation of yong as “regular” (pingchang 平常): “The yong
of zhongyong means ‘regular.’ What is meant by ‘regular’ is how the
Principle of things should be without peculiarities.”27 However, what Zhu
22
23
24
25
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Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 315: “孔子聖之時者也.”
Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 315: “孔子仕止久速, 各當其可.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 58:1366: “問, 孔子時中, 所謂隨時而中否? 曰, 然.”
One further piece of evidence for this reading is provided in a letter dated 1168 which
was addressed to Fan Bochong 范伯崇, where Zhu Xi noted: “When we speak of something
from the perspective of its passing vicissitudes and impermanent nature, we say it is shi”
(自其推遷無常而言之, 則謂之時). See Zhu, Huian xiansheng Zhu wengong wenji (hereafter
Wenji), 39:1773. As I note further below, while it remains plausible that Zhu Xi meant
that these changes should always be observed, this was not his main point.
Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 17. See also Cheng and Cheng, Er Cheng ji, 100: “不易之謂庸.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 62:1484: “中庸之庸, 平常也. 所謂平常者, 事理當然而無詭異也.”
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here proposes is not that a behavior is “regular” or unchanging in itself, but
rather the ideal or Principle (li 理) that informs it.
Accordingly, directly following the preceding statement, Zhu qualifies
his understanding of pingchang by citing the occasionally deviant yet ideal
behavior of the sage kings: “Yao abdicated and Shun accepted the throne,
and Tang banished [King Jie] and Wu attacked [King Zhou]; although these
were abnormal events, they were precisely as they should have been.”28 In
other words, yong refers not to the unchanging or durative nature of a
behavior in itself, but rather to its correspondence with a predetermined ideal.
This ideal is itself unchanging, but allows for situationally changing attitudes
when expressed in the real world. I shall examine this predetermined ideal
or Principle more closely in the next section; for now it suffices to note
that this use of yong supports a situational reading of shizhong. Furthermore,
Zhu Xi’s repeated emphasis on the concrete, real interactions of individuals
within the social world suggests that he conceptualized shizhong chiefly in
terms of personal interaction.29 It is on this point that his interpretation of
the term shizhong contrasts sharply with that of the related notion of
zhonghe, which he instead approaches through the lens of natural
psychology. I will discuss this more closely in the next section.
These observations deviate not only from the durative translations
presented by Johnston and Wang, but also from the findings of, for example,
Cheng Chung-ying and Julia Ching, who have discussed the term exclusively
as a constant, unexpressed state of emotional equilibrium.30 Contrarily, it
appears to me that Gardner’s interpretation of the phrase shizhong as “he
accords with circumstances in finding the perfect balance” is most consistent
with Zhu Xi’s views. While one could still rightly maintain that this
28
29

30

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 62:1484: “堯舜禪授, 湯武放伐, 雖事異常, 然皆是合當如此.”
This chiefly practice-oriented or “social” approach toward shizhong is corroborated in
several personal letters composed by Zhu Xi. In an undated letter addressed to Cheng Yunfu
程允夫, for example, Zhu noted: “What is meant by ‘undertaking affairs’ is to order oneself
inwardly and to respond to things externally; only when inner and outer are both accounted
for to the fullest extent, can one be without regret. This is precisely why the ancients valued
shizhong” (所謂行事者, 內以處己, 外以應物, 內外俱盡, 乃可無悔. 古人所貴於時中者, 此也). See
Zhu, Wenji, 41:1861, 22:1774, and 54:2583.
To be clear, I do not aim to contest these particular readings in full; as I will demonstrate
in the following section, these interpretations are certainly applicable to the case of zhong
and he (“harmony”) in Zhongyong section 1. However, in juxtaposition with the timely
shi of Zhongyong section 2, the durative reading of zhong does not hold. My argument,
then, is that Zhu Xi distinguished carefully between the two instances of zhong. It must
be noted that Cheng Chung-ying does not claim to represent Zhu Xi’s views. See Cheng,
New Dimensions of Confucian and Neo-Confucian Philosophy, 246-249; Ching, “Chu His
on Personal Cultivation,” 276-279.
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emotional balance should at all times be adjusted to one’s circumstances,
this was not Zhu’s main point. His primary emphasis lay instead on the
situational sense conveyed by shi. As such, despite their insistence to the
contrary, Johnston and Wang’s rendering of the phrase as “at all times
central” misses the main point.

3. Zhong as Durative, Latent Balance
As I have already mentioned in the introduction, the interpretation of terms
such as zhong is heavily dependent on context and contradictions may therefore
arise between various instances of a term even within a single text. Indeed,
the implications of the preceding discussion, namely that zhong possesses a
certain timely or situational characteristic, are challenged by statements found
in Zhongyong section 1. The relevant portion of the main text reads:
When [the four emotions of] pleasure, anger, grief, and joy are not yet
stirred, this is called the Mean (zhong 中). When [these emotions] are
stirred to exactly the right degree (zhongjie 中節), this is called harmony
(he 和).31

This section explicitly distinguishes between two separate emotional states
and implies a third one. The first emotional state, labeled zhong, is
characterized by the absence of any emotional stirring or expression. As I
have mentioned in the introduction, such a psychological state must logically
be static and durative until at least one emotion is expressed to any degree.
When this is done to “exactly the right degree,” one attains the second
emotional state labeled “harmony” (he). The third emotional state, wherein
one’s emotions are expressed but not to the correct degree, is only implied
and remains unelaborated.32 In the first analysis, this reading of zhong (as
zhonghe) as a static and unchanging emotional state stands in clear conflict
with the situational zhong (as shizhong), as introduced in Zhongyong section
2. Whereas the latter zhong allows for timely change in accordance with
one’s circumstances, the preceding section 1 states that such dynamism is
reserved for the emotional state of he and an undisclosed third state.
31
32

Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 18: “喜怒哀樂之未發, 謂之中, 發而皆中節, 謂之和.”
Zhu Xi discussed the specifics of this third state in a letter addressed to Xu Yanzhang
徐彥章 in 1191. See Zhu, Wenji, 54:2583.
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In light of their earlier disagreement with regards to shizhong in
Zhongyong section 2, it is interesting to note that both Gardner, and Johnston
and Wang, offer very similar translations of Zhongyong section 1, and in
their comments on this section they both explicitly refer to zhong and he
as different emotional states.33 Regarding these two states, they seem to
agree that zhong denotes the (logically unchanging) state of emotionlessness.
Furthermore, although one might suggest that this zhong might actually be
a completely different term from shizhong discussed earlier, this is not
reflected in their translation. Gardner maintains “perfect balance” for both
instances of the term, while Johnston and Wang use the nominal variant “the
center” for the first instance and the adjectival “central” for the second. The
result is an uneasy tension in both translations. Johnston and Wang’s durative
translation of both instances of zhong is internally consistent, but appears
irreconcilable with Zhu Xi’s theory on emotional expression. For example,
criticizing the Tang 唐 era (618-907) Buddhist-inspired scholar Li Ao 李翱
(772-841) Zhu noted: “When Li Ao spoke about ‘returning to one’s nature,’
he was correct; but when he said to ‘extinguish one’s emotions [italics mine]
to return to one’s nature,’ he was incorrect. How could one extinguish one’s
emotions!”34 In the case of Gardner, the tension is instead internal to the
text. While his comments state explicitly that he reads the zhong in section
1 in a durative sense and the zhong of section 2 in a situational sense, he
does not address the nature of the contrast between them.
Unlike the internally consistent translation of Johnston and Wang, Zhu
Xi explicitly recognized a distinction between the two kinds of zhong:
“Zhong contains two meanings. There is the zhong that is not yet expressed,
and there is the zhong that changes according to the circumstances.”35 To
paraphrase, Zhu Xi saw a critical difference between the durative zhong of
Zhongyong section 1 and the situational zhong of section 2, while
simultaneously suggesting a relation between the two terms as parts of a
broader, composite term. In order to further understand this relationship, we

33
34

35

Gardner, The Four Books, 111; Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 407.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 59:1381: “李翱復性則是, 云滅情以復性, 則非. 情如何可滅.” Zhu Xi made
note on several occasions of his opposition to what he considered the Buddhist approach
to emotional expression. In a letter addressed to Xu Yanzhang 徐彥章 in 1191, he noted:
“To act when you should act, and to attain zhong to precisely the right degree when doing
so, this is simply not the same as the ‘constant stillness’ prioritized by [the Buddha]
Sakyamuni” (當動而動, 動必中節, 非如釋氏之務於常寂耳). See Zhu, Wenji, 54:2583.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 62:1480: “中含二義, 有未發之中, 有隨時之中.”
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must first examine the “zhong that is not yet expressed” as it occurs together
with he in Zhongyong section 1. Zhu commented:
Pleasure, anger, grief, and joy are emotions. When these are not yet
expressed, then it regards inborn nature, which does not deviate or tend
towards any specific direction; this is why we call this zhong. When [the
emotions] are expressed and they all attain their due degree, then they are
correct and they are completely free from any perversions; this is why we
call this he.36

Providing a compact account of man’s psychological condition, Zhu Xi
described zhong and he using two separate but closely interrelated pairs of
keywords, namely inborn nature (xing 性) and human emotions (qing 情),
and “not yet expressed” (weifa 未發) and “already expressed” (fa 發 or yifa
已發). According to Zhu, xing is inextricably linked to the notion of Principle
(li 理). In his Zhongyong commentary, Zhu described Principle as the
universal pattern underlying all things: “Heaven transforms and creates all
the ten-thousand things through yin and yang and the five phases, using vital
energy to give shape to form, and Principle is also bestowed on all things;
it is like an order or an instruction.”37 Serving as a directive from Heaven,
Principle normatively determines the way things should ideally run their
course, and so represents the source of the chief virtues of benevolence (ren
仁), righteousness (yi 義), propriety (li 禮), and wisdom (zhi 智) in
humankind. When this Principle is applied to human beings, it is
alternatively referred to as xing 性. As Qian Mu 錢穆 has rightly pointed
out, this is a distinction in name only; for Zhu, the emphasis lay chiefly
on their identical function as ideal patterns of how individuals should
compose themselves.38
As an ideal pattern of behavior imparting solely the possibility of
virtuous conduct, xing lacks the active capacity of exercising virtue in itself;
its mode of expression is through the emotions or qing. In order to distinguish
between the latent and ideal character of xing and the active and necessarily
situational character of qing, Zhu categorized them as the potential “not yet
expressed” (weifa) and the situational “already expressed” (yifa) respectively,

36
37
38

Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 18: “喜怒哀樂, 情也. 其未發, 則性也, 無所偏倚, 故謂之中. 發皆中節,
情之正也, 無所乖戾, 故謂之和.”
Zhu, Sishu zhangju jizhu, 17: “天以陰陽五行化生萬物, 氣以成形, 而理亦賦焉, 猶命令也.”
Qian, Zhuzi xin xuean, 2:31.
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while simultaneously stressing their inextricable relationship: “Benevolence
pertains to nature, while love is its emotion. The emotion, then, is when it
is expressed in practical use; nature refers to when it is not yet expressed.”39
As Thompson has similarly argued, this xing-qing system is characterized by
opposition as well as inextricable complementarity: xing requires qing to be
expressed in the real world, while qing derives its content and direction from
xing.40 However, because actual emotional expression is not always perfect,
the system requires a third factor to guarantee the proper complementarity
between xing and qing, namely the heart-mind (xin 心). It is on this point
that Zhu Xi declared his indebtedness to Zhang Zai 張載 (1020-1077), whom
he understood to have proposed that “the heart-mind unites inborn nature and
emotions.”41 Emotional expression is supposed to be tailored to one’s
circumstances, and it is up to the heart-mind, representing man’s conscious
and intelligent faculties, to properly assess the requirements of each situation.
Unfortunately, Zhu Xi did not clarify what such a proper measure
actually entailed. When someone asked about he or “harmony,” Zhu
responded rather cryptically: “Suppose something requires me to be five
parts happy, yet I am seven or eight parts happy, then I transgress the proper
measure; yet if I am three or four parts happy, then I fall short.”42 What
is clear, however, is that Zhu analyzed the conjunction of zhong and he in
section 2 primarily from the perspective of human psychology, discussing
zhong in terms of latent inborn nature and he in terms of situationally
adjusted emotionality.43 This is in stark contrast with our preceding
discussion of shizhong, which Zhu approached using decidedly more
concrete examples of interpersonal social interaction, citing for example the
actions of Confucius and the sage kings. I will address this contrast more
closely in the following section.
39
40
41
42
43

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 20:464: “仁性也, 愛是情. 情則發於用, 性者指其未發.”
Thompson, “Opposition and Complementarity in Zhu Xi’s Thought,” 159-161.
Zhang, Zhang Zai ji, 374: “心統性情者也.” For the reverberation of this maxim in Zhu’s
own phraseology, see Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 4:67: “心統性情.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 62:1516: “如這事合喜五分, 自家喜七八分, 便是過其節, 喜三四分, 便是不及其節.”
This markedly “naturalist” perspective, characterized by Zhu Xi’s choice to address the
conjunction of zhong and he almost exclusively in terms of inborn nature and emotions,
can similarly be observed in his other writings. In a letter addressed to Hu Guangzhong
胡廣仲 in 1172, for example, Zhu explained: “Now, ‘the Mean’ (zhong) is used to describe
the virtue of inborn nature (xing) and to picture the essence of the Way. [Contrarily],
‘harmony’ (he) is used to articulate the correct state of the emotions (qing) and to make
manifest the function of the Way” (蓋中者, 所以狀性之德而形道之體. 和者, 所以語情之正而顯
道之用). See Zhu, Wenji, 42:1903. Similar examples can be found in Zhu, Wenji,
32:1418-1421 and 40:1843-1844.
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One final point worthy of note is that when Zhu discussed zhong and
he in the context of Zhongyong section 1, there appears to be a correlation
between the situational he of section 1 and the similarly situational shizhong
of section 2, to the point that one might suggest that they are synonymous.
Zhu indeed appears to have read both terms equally as a situationally
determined balancing of one’s emotional state. Chen Chun 陳淳 (1159-1223),
Zhu’s occasional disciple, unambiguously supported this claim: “There is the
zhong that is already expressed. . . . This zhong is precisely what is called
he.”44 Zhu Xi himself used the identical phrase “the zhong that is already
expressed” in a description of the situational shizhong of section 2: “The
zhong that is already expressed is shizhong; it is what is meant by ‘to exactly
the right degree’.”45 The final phrase is crucial: although Zhu did not
explicitly mention he, the phrase “to exactly the right degree” refers directly
to the definition of he found in Zhongyong section 1. This is not an entirely
novel insight, as Johnston and Wang made a similar suggestion in their
appendix entitled “Terminology.”46 However, they failed to explain how this
zhong-he relation functioned within Zhu Xi’s broader philosophical
framework. Even more puzzling is the contradiction thereby created within
their own translation, considering they originally insisted on translating the
shizhong of section 2 in a durative and thus static sense; it remains unclear
how the situational he of section 1 can be directly equated with the (as they
claim) durative zhong of section 2. In the following section, I shall further
examine the precise relation between sections 1 and 2 of the Zhongyong,
arguing that Zhu did not actually see he and shizhong as interchangeable
synonyms, but rather as thematically related yet functionally distinct terms,
each applied to different contexts.

4. A Composite Zhong
One way of understanding Zhu Xi’s views on Zhongyong section 1, which
introduced the latent “not yet expressed” variant of zhong and its “already
expressed” counterpart he, is to rely on his theory of “substance” (ti 體) and
“function” (yong 用). In his exposition of the terms, Stanislaus Lokuang has
pointed out that substance and function played essential roles in Zhu’s theory
44
45
46

C. Chen, Beixi ziyi, 2:48: “已發之中. . . . 此中即所謂和也.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 62:1510: “已發之中, 即時中也, 中節之謂也.”
Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 546-547.
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of metaphysical structure, utilized to account for the relationship between
Principle, or “things as they should be,” and their actual functioning after their
manifestation in the material world.47 As such, the commonly used translation
of “substance” for ti can be misleading, for its primary emphasis lies not on
the substantial or physical nature of a thing but rather on the predetermined
possibility of its manifestation in a specific way. Complementarily, the way
in which a thing is actually manifested or utilized, then, pertains to function.
Substance and function are inextricably related: substance can only be
meaningfully manifested in the real world through its related function, while
function in turn requires substance for its content and direction. Zhu himself
used the example of the virtue of benevolence (ren 仁) and its accompanying
emotion of compassion (ceyin 惻隱) to illustrate this: “Benevolence is inborn
nature, while compassion is emotion. . . . Inborn nature is substance, while
emotion is function.”48 In the Zhuzi yulei, Zhu explicitly linked this to our
preceding discussion of zhong and he, which we similarly interpreted in terms
of inborn nature and emotional expression: “Speaking of zhong in relation to
he, then zhong is substance while he is function.”49 While zhong refers to
the substance or latent potential of perfectly balanced emotional expression,
its application in the real world, to the level of he or perfect harmony based
on one’s circumstances, pertains to function only. Although both terms are
inextricably linked through a shared theme, in application they are divided
and restricted to the metaphysical and the concrete world respectively.
This is not a novel way of accounting for zhong and he in section 1;
it has indeed been suggested, although not so elaborately, by both Gardner,
and Johnston and Wang.50 What has remained undiscussed, however, is that
the application of Zhu’s substance-function framework is not limited to
Zhongyong section 1, but can similarly be applied within section 2, and, as
I will demonstrate later, more generally between the two sections in their
entirety. As Zhu himself noted, the substance-function relation is quite different
when applied to the shizhong of section 2. Discussing this section in terms
of zhong and yong 庸 (not to be confused with yong 用 “function”), which
we described in our first section as referring to constant Principle, he stated:
47
48
49
50

Lokuang, “Chu Hsi’s Theory of Metaphysical Structure,” 61-64.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 5:91: “仁性也, 惻隱情也. . . . 性是體, 情是用.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 63:1522: “以中對和而言, 則中者體, 和者用.”
Gardner, The Four Books, 111; Johnston and Wang, Daxue & Zhongyong, 546. The same
observation, with largely equal elaboration, has furthermore been made by some scholars.
See Chan, Chu Hsi: New Studies, 412; L. Chen, “Zhu Xi Zhongyong zhangju ji qi ruxue
sixiang,” 6-7; and Ching, “Chu Hsi on Personal Cultivation,” 279.
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Speaking of zhong in relation to yong, then the situation is reversed again,
so that yong is substance and zhong is function. This is what was meant when
Yichuan [Cheng Yi] said: “Zhong is the proper Way of the realm, while yong
is the established Principle of the realm.” This zhong, then, is shizhong.51

In contrast with the durative zhong of zhonghe, which Zhu labeled substance,
the situational zhong of zhongyong (and, by extension, shizhong) is instead
labeled function. Put differently, whereas in Zhongyong section 1, zhong
served as a referent to the initial, potential substance of one’s inborn nature,
section 2 instead focuses primarily on the functional application of this
emotional potential to one’s ever-changing social circumstances. In the first
analysis, this appears to corroborate Chen Chun’s aforementioned claim that
the term “harmony” (he) used in section 1, interpreted as a functional
expression of a potential substance, is in fact identical to the phrase shizhong
used in section 2. The direct follow-up in the Zhuzi yulei passage cited above,
however, indicates that the terms were related in theme only: the contexts
to which they may be applied appear to be strictly separated. Zhu explained:
Speaking of it in terms of inborn nature and emotions, then we call it
zhonghe. Speaking of it in terms of ritual and rightness, then we call it
zhongyong. Their essence is one and the same. . . . Speaking of zhongyong
in relation to zhonghe, then zhonghe furthermore serves as the substance
while zhongyong is function.52

It has become clear that “zhong contains two meanings,”53 functioning as a
composite term of which both halves refer to a similar “essence” (shi 實),
namely the implication of inborn potential and its situational manifestation.
However, Zhu interpreted the two Zhongyong sections that introduced these two
meanings from substantially distinct perspectives, relating each to different
aspects of his overarching metaphysical and psychological framework. What the
above citation suggests is that while Zhu indeed applied the substance-function
dichotomy separately within both sections, in each section he ultimately
emphasized only one specific side. With regards to zhonghe as introduced in

51
52
53

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 63:1522: “以中對庸而言, 則又折轉來, 庸是體, 中是用. 如伊川云, ‘中者天下之正
道, 庸者天下之定理,’ 是也. 此中卻是時中.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 63:1522: “以性情言之, 謂之中和. 以禮義言之, 謂之中庸, 其實一也. . . . 以中和
對中庸而言, 則中和又是體, 中庸又是用.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 62:1480: “中含二義.”
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section 1, Zhu referenced substance-function to distinguish between latent xing
and applied qing. However, by classifying the section in its entirety as latent
substance, Zhu’s implied argument seems to be that both inborn nature and the
emotions pertain first and foremost to the natural psychological capacities innate
to the individual. Put differently, Zhu appears to have argued that the
conjunction of zhong with he in section 1 was meant to be related chiefly to
the natural, inborn aspect of man’s individual psychology, without reference to
its social manifestations.54
On the other hand, in Zhu’s understanding of Zhongyong section 2,
which he classified in its entirety as function, the emphasis shifted to the
other side. Although he recognized a similar substance-function relation
between zhong and yong within the passage, the focus lay ultimately on the
functional perspective of how the individual behaved in concrete social
situations, governed by propriety (li 禮) and expressions of righteousness (yi
義), and exemplified by the concrete actions of Confucius and the sage kings,
as described above. We can furthermore recognize this shift in emphasis in
the way that both sections introduce their subject. In section 1, zhong and
he are presented as concepts in the abstract; as grammatical subjects within
the section, they are simply furnished with certain ontological definitions
without actually being contextualized. As such, they represent the inborn or
latent substance of man’s psychology. Section 2, on the other hand,
approaches the matter from the viewpoint of the “gentleman” (junzi 君子)
who, as a concrete social actor tasked with exercising the situational Mean,
represents its functional application within the real social world.55 At this
point, then, we can conclude that Chen Chun did not accurately interpret Zhu
Xi when he equated the he of section 1 directly with the shizhong of section
2. While Zhu related he chiefly to his theory on man’s psychological nature,
shizhong was interpreted from the perspective of concrete social interaction.

5. Conclusion
Close examination of Zhu Xi’s writings has indicated that, contrary to what
Johnston and Wang have suggested, Zhu interpreted zhong as a composite
54
55

As noted previously, this “naturalist” perspective is corroborated by several personal letters
composed by Zhu Xi. See Zhu, Wenji, 32:1418-1421, 40:1843-1844, and 42:1903.
As I noted above, this practice-oriented approach toward shizhong is corroborated in several
of Zhu Xi’s letters. See for example Zhu, Wenji, 22:1774, 41:1861, and 54:2583.
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term containing two closely related but functionally distinct meanings, each
applied to different contexts. Drawing clear connections with his broader
psychological and metaphysical framework, Zhu Xi distinguished the
hypothetical initial state of man’s psychology from its application within the
concrete social world. As one’s social environment is marked by continuous
change and its demands of emotional expression may change from one set
of circumstances to the next, the latter interpretation of zhong, exemplified
by our problematic phrase shizhong, must necessarily be situational. As such,
Daniel Gardner’s rendering of Zhongyong section 2 as “[t]he superior man
. . . accords with circumstances in finding the perfect balance” achieves the
most truthful representation of Zhu Xi’s view.56 The conflict that
consequently arises within Gardner’s translation between this situational
reading of zhong (as shizhong) and the durative reading of zhong (as zhonghe)
introduced in the preceding Zhongyong section 1, is resolved when we take
into account Zhu Xi’s metaphysical framework of substance (ti) and function
(yong). Owing to the observation that in Zhu’s view substance and function
are mutually dependent for their meaningful operation and thus inextricably
linked, both sections of Zhongyong ultimately relate an identical “essence”
of zhong, namely a properly balanced emotional state informed by one’s
Principle-endowed inborn nature. For Zhu Xi, however, both sections address
this matter from different perspectives, each related to different aspects of
his overarching metaphysical and psychological framework.
■ Submitted: 2017.06.08 / Reviewed: 2017.06.14-2017.07.11 / Confirmed for publication: 2017.07.11
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Gardner, The Four Books, 113.
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論朱熹《中庸章句》對中性槪念的解釋

蘇 慕 仁

中文摘要

“中”被視爲《中庸》最核心的槪念, 在朱熹心理學與道德思想中, 有著關鍵性
地位｡ “中”在《中庸》開頭以“中和”、“時中”的形式出現, 是這兩個概念的核心部
分｡ 儘管“中和”與“時中”在朱熹的心理學思想中有著明顯不同的作用, 現今英語
學界對朱熹所著的《中庸章句》的解讀中卻沒有對二者之間的關係進行細緻的分
析, 進而妨礙了對“中”概念的了解｡ 本文旨在解決此問題, 首先闡明“時中”的意義,
指出朱熹思想裏的“時中”最基本的特征是情境性, 指向人際關係中的具體行爲｡
其次論證朱熹將“中和”視爲心理學的基本因素, 指向人際關係中的抽象概念｡ 儘
管“中和”與“時中”有密切的關係, 朱熹在闡釋這兩個概念時所使用的理論和視角
是截然不同的｡
關鍵詞：朱熹, 中和, 時中, 性情, 心理學思想

